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- The table of contents lists 
the chapters and major 
sections of your thesis, 
dissertation, or research 
paper, as well as their page 
numbers. 

- A clear and well-formatted 
table of contents is critical 
because it shows your reader 
that a high-quality paper will 
follow.
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The contents page serves two 
functions: 

- It provides users with an 
overview of the contents and 
organisation of the document.

-  It enables readers to jump to a 
specific section of an online 
document.
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- Commercial business 
insurance is coverage for 
corporations and businesses 
that is generally designed to 
protect the business, its 
employees, and its ownership.

- Commercial insurance can 
come in a variety of shapes, 
sizes, and colours because 
there are so many different 
types of businesses with 
different needs and situations.
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- Influencer marketing is a 
strategy in which businesses 
rely on a well-known figure to 
recommend their product to 
their target audience. 

- These influencers typically 
have a large social following 
or captivate a specific market 
segment.
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- Setting your marketing goals,
- conducting a marketing audit,
- conducting market research,
- analysing the research,
- identifying your target audience,
- determining a budget, 
- developing specific marketing 

strategies, 
- developing an implementation 

schedule for the strategies,
- creating an evaluation process

are the nine major steps required to 
develop a well-crafted, strategic 
marketing plan.
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FAQs

What is the format for a table of contents?

- To create a table of contents, begin by writing the title or chapter titles of your 

research paper in chronological order. 

- Second, if your paper includes subheadings or subtitles, you write them. 

- The page numbers for the corresponding headings and subheadings are then written.
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What are the fundamental steps of influencer marketing?

- Set goals.

- Define your ideal influencer.

- Find influencers.

- Begin the conversation.

- Negotiate with the influencer.

- Make content

- Promote

- Monitor its progress.
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What constitutes the five components of a strategic marketing plan?

- Marketing Objectives and Goals.

- Define Your Target Market.

- Investigate Marketing Strategies.

- Plan Your Marketing Strategies.

- Create a timetable and a budget.
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About Us
● SlideTeam is a premier Research, Consulting and Design agency that develops

and templatizes industry processes and best practices, frameworks and models across all industry and verticals to 
help customers present their strategies effectively and convincingly.

● In addition, Slide Team compiles data and statistics from thousands of sources
over a wide range of topics to help customers make intelligent decisions. We
develop and present our research in the form of fully editable PowerPoint
templates to make it easy for our customers to create presentations based on their individual requirements.

● With a large team comprising of Research Analysts, Statisticians, Industry Experts and Designers spread over 6 
countries, SlideTeam now hosts the world's largest collection of Ready to Use PowerPoint templates on all topics and 
industries.

● Our team consists of professionals from Fortune 500 companies and Top Tier consulting firms involved in the process 
of researching and designing over a million slides that are available for our users on a subscription basis.

●  To Contact Us and set up a Live Product Demo join us here  .
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